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ON leaving Ballinrobe, the appearance of the country improved much : the enclosures on
both sides are large ; and though stone walls are not the most agreeable partitions, they are
here unavoidable. The herbage of the fields was luxuriant, and the condition of the cattle and
sheep did credit to the husbandry of the country.

The facility with which stock fattens on these pastures proves the superior value of their
quality as feeding land, which lets from three to four pounds per acre, and accounts for the
small proportion of it which is under the plough.

Grazing countries, requiring fewer laborers for their cultivation, are, comparatively speak-
ing, always thinly inhabited.

We were concerned to observe that humble as the cabins were which we had recently seen,
those which we now passed had a still meaner appearance, differing in their construction by
having hipped roofs ; the consequence of some difficulty, I presume, attendant on raising the
gable ends.

As soon as the crops of corn, which are principally oats, are cut and sheaved, they are im-
mediately put together in pikes, the buts of the sheaves being placed on the outside for the
purpose of withering and drying the grass with which they abound. The labor in bearing the
sheaves to these pikes must be considerable ; but the practice in so wet a climate is indispen-
sable, as it effectually secures the grain from injury. This mode is not confined to Ireland, for
it is the prevailing custom in South Wales ; it is however consequent also on the humidity of
that country, and is of itself a sufficient and satisfactory reason for keeping the land in pas-
ture. We saw more wheat within a circuit of ten miles round Belleek, than we had observed
in a preceding one of a hundred. At Shrale, seven miles on our way hither, are the ruins of a
castle and abbey.

From Ballinrobe to Galway is twenty-five miles ; the places for refreshing horses are very
mean. Cahirmorris is a wretched pot-house. The ruins of a fortified post, and of an abbey, be-
speak it to have been a place of more consequence in former times,



We had very fine views from various parts of the road. The appearance of the broken lime-
stone had in some instances a very singular effect. At first sight the country seemed to be per-
fectly desolate ; a small portion of grass only was seen to spring from the fissures of the rock;
yet scanty as was the quantity, such was its quality that the sheep seemed to thrive on the
pasture it afforded.

Gregg Castle, the seat of Major Kirwan, is at a short distance from Cahirmorris. This gen-
tleman, in having two thousand acres under his own management, worth from two to three
pounds per acre, is reputed to be one of the greatest graziers in the country ; he has frequently
had two hundred head of oxen and four hundred sheep at Ballinasloe fair. I was sorry to pass
this gentleman’s place, having reason to believe we are both descended from the same
ancestry, though we differ in the present orthography of our names. His acknowledged hos-
pitality left no room to doubt of a kind reception.

We have often to regret that we started so late in the autumn, as it compels us to leave much
unseen, and to pass what we should gladly notice. The hope, however, of hearing from friends
and of home, after so long an interruption of intercourse, superseded every other con-
sideration, and made us most anxious to reach this place. I forbear to express how much we
were disappointed in finding there were no letters waiting our arrival.

A few miles from Galway we had a delightful view of Lough Corrib, computed to be
twenty miles in length, six miles wide in the broadest part, and estimated to cover a surface of
thirty thousand acres. It is much interspersed with islands of different forms, which greatly
contribute to its picturesque beauty. To the north of this great water, and not far distant from
it, is Lough Mask. The gillaroo trout, and the pearl muscle, are found in both lakes.

The immediate approach to Galway exhibits the most singular appearance of country I ever
beheld, bearing the appearance of its having been the seat of volcanic eruption. Blocks of
limestone have been showered down in every direction ; on some spots not a blade of grass,
or the least sign of vegetation, is perceptible.

So desolate a scene of apparent ruins on a flat surface I never before saw ; and, instead of
the view presenting the indications of a large and populous town, containing thirty thousand
inhabitants, I should have supposed the place unpeopled, and in the most inhospitable region.
The bay seems to have been the only inducement for its adoption as the site of a large town ;
and even this may be objected to, as the approach to it is dangerous for ships exceeding a
certain moderate draft of water. Newton, which is on the opposite side of the bay, is the
principal resort for the shipping.

The town of Galway occupies a considerable extent of ground. The Irish town is of great
length, and crowded with low, mean cabins, which shelter a numerous population, living ap-
parently in great poverty. In the old town the houses are lofty, with their gable ends towards
the streets, which are very narrow and dirty. The modern parts are in a much better style the
square is an airy spot, and when completed will be handsome. The jail is a fine modern build-
ing, and is well regulated. There are also a respectable garrison and considerable barracks.
Too much in commendation of the quays cannot be said. The herring fishery is considerable ;
yet to a stranger unconnected with the interest, or business of the town, it must be an unpleas-
ant residence. Land lets at the enormous rate of five to seven pounds per acre. It was late in
the afternoon of yesterday before we arrived : our first object was the post-office ; this took us
through a great part of the town. We found the inns and public houses filled with a great
number of noisy people ; loaded carts were passing and repassing ; and, excepting the shops
being shut, there was nothing to indicate its being the Sabbath. In the course of our drive



hither, we had noticed what little respect was paid to the day : the household-work, most
commonly allotted to Saturday, was performing in many instances, and numbers were at their
accustomed labors in the fields. The chapels, however, in the morning seemed to be well at-
tended.

The province of Ulster far exceeds in population and industry that of Connaught, although
the latter possesses great capabilities for exertion, were they properly stimulated and brought
forward. The manufacture of linen, and the several branches of trade connected with it, is
making its way from the north to the southern parts of the Island.

The barony of Ballynahinch, or Connomora, is in the most primitive state of any part of
Ireland ; it is but recently that there were roads for the admission of carts or carriages into it.
The King’s writs are said, in jest, not to run through Connomora. As a proof of the primitive
manners of the Joices, the following account is given in a letter, published in C. Walker’s
Historical Essay on Dress, from a person said to have visited them in the year 1753 and
1754 ; and, though the letter is anonymous, I take it for granted its credit was fully estab-
lished in the opinion of the publisher : “ The heath or bushes,, which they spread across the
floor, is in length sufficient for the number present, and in breadth about six feet. Over this
litter the mistress of the house laid part of a long plaid or blanket, on which the others, having
stripped off their clothes, lay down as fast as they could, men and women together, all naked ;
then the mistress having drawn the rest of the blanket over them, lay down last herself, naked
also. This they call a thoroughbed, and Mr. M. was the only person who had ever before worn
a shirt in it.”

Recent travellers, who have penetrated this western district, represent it as highly romantic,
and possessing much grand and beautiful scenery. There are many very excellent harbours in
this peninsula, that seem to offer means for extensive improvements, while the hospitality and
civility of the inhabitants are highly extolled. Here the Irish language is universally spoken ;
so great, however, is the intercourse with Great Britain, as to impose the necessity on every
one to speak English. There is nothing now to tempt the people to continue their native
language ; the rising generation apply themselves to learn English ; and probably a century
will not pass away, before the Irish will become obsolete. We met with few who did not
understand English, and who seemed to have a pride in being able to speak it.

It is not improbable that, on the return of peace, some of our English manufacturers will be
induced to attempt establishments in Ireland. The low price of labor tempted the translation of
a part of the cotton trade from Manchester, to Paisley, Lanark, and Glasgow ; the same en-
ticement may operate in favor of this country on a future day. Is it not grievous to behold so
robust so intelligent a people, pine away their lives in disgraceful apathy and inactivity ?

If there be that sound sense in the old adage, for which it long has had credit, that “ idleness
is the root of all evil,” what crop of ill may not be expected hereafter to arise from the ramif-
ications which are so rapidly extending from this lamentable cause throughout Ireland ? This
question, which I have before agitated in another form, again recurs. How can the celerity of
its propagation be practically and prudently stopped ? Would a conversion of the peasantry
from the sickle to the shuttle, have the desired effect ? Certainly not ; if all the laborers in
husbandry are to be made weavers in manufactories. But as there is not in Ireland a sufficient
agricultural capital afloat to afford employment to the numerous individuals in that depart-
ment, the redundancy of laborers should undoubtedly be provided with some other means of
employ. There are various modes by which this important object might probably be accomp-
lished. But I call the attention of those most immediately interested in furthering this patriotic
measure to that particular vocation, most familiar to the present miserable habits of the cabin.



If, in addition to an extension of the staple manufacture of the country, those of woollen
and cotton were judiciously established in appropriate places, to multitudes of children and
of adults might constant employment be given ; while these very exertions would early oper-
ate a further demand for laborers in husbandry, by augmenting the demand of food from the
soil. The earnings of children who had never before assisted but in the consumption of the
produce of the parents’ labor would soon repair the tattered roof, and dry the muddy floor. To
these indispensables, comforts would succeed ; and such artificial wants, as honest pride,
with moderation, might demand, and humanity gladden to see enjoyed.

A remedy for the evil of idleness may undoubtedly thus be effected, to the great benefit of
those whose wretchedness is not less a reproach to the empire, than it is creditable to the
meritorious endurance of the present sufferers : to these it would first apply; and it is not
unreasonable to indulge still further hopes in its future successful operation on posterity.

Pleasing as the contemplation of so much political good may be, yet, when it is regarded
by the eye of the moralist, it may, by possibility, tie seen in less attractive colours. Un-
questionably, manufactures would produce profitable labor profitable labor—would create
wealth—wealth artificial wants ; yet these might generate vicious habits, to the destruction of
all the true felicities of life. The sacrifice of domestic happiness in the cabin may be the price
of fine clothes for children ; or, in other words, the multiplication of wants, though justified
by augmented earnings, is no security for the uninterrupted continuance of that sincerity of
affection which now lightens the misery of the wet mud floor, by a participation in the
wretchedness endured. The exposed cottier on the bog, unsheltered and unpossessed of com-
forts when at home, partakes more of the substantial blessings of man, than the well pro-
tected, well appointed artisan in the city with treble his earnings. The former is far removed
from the casualties, which are closely impending over the head of the latter ; and when those
to which he is obnoxious threaten or assail him, he is better provided, by being aware of their
approach. Compare the indulging, happy mother, existing only in her wretched cabin, with
the high-fed alluring damsel partaking the luxuries of any great town. The exterior of the
latter far surpasses that of the former—but how do they contrast in every quality that constit-
utes individual earthly happiness, and contributes to command respect ?

On this view of the subject, I cannot but hesitate, after what I have seen, in pronouncing
for an extension of manufactories in Ireland ; because I am most sincerely desirous that its
numerous peasantry should continue to retain the full possession of their present moral feel-
ings, which I am fearful the change might destroy. And yet, I would fain hope, a supply of
constant employment, and a consequent elevation from their present ignoble state, when re-
garded as human beings like ourselves, might not on making the experiment be found incom-
patible. If we reason like patriots, we must decide politically ; if as moralists, we must not be
surprised should the doctrines be found at variance with each other.

I could not help being amused on being told by one, who asserted it to be true, that the let-
ting out silk stockings for Sundays, and supplying paint to disfigure the female face, were
two lucrative employments at Glasgow and Paisley ; that rouge was sold under the name of “
the thing ;” for though the women did not blush in wearing it, they felt ashamed in asking for
it by its proper name.

As an argument against the rents in Ireland being too high, it is contended that there are
numerous competitors for every farm which may be to be let. This is a specious plea, and is
founded in fact, though the conclusion attempted to be drawn from it is erroneous. It is the
pressure of the population, and the anxiety of parties to obtain an establishment at all events,
that produce the competition, which enhances the rent of land so much above its intrinsic
value to the occupier.



The late and present times have much favored the tenantry. Peace, which it is eagerly hoped
may restore repose to Europe, must here fail of its benign effects. It will then be discovered
that the existing rents can by no sacrifices of the people be paid. Reasonable rents and a sub-
stantial tenantry are certainly the most desirable objects of attention, when the permanent
prosperity of the proprietor and the occupier of the land is fairly taken into consideration. The
land round the town lets from seven to eight pounds the acre ! The rotation of crops, after
paring and burning, is first potatoes, succeeded by barley; then oats ; the next year the land is
fallowed, after which it is sown with wheat, and laid down with grass seeds, among which
clover is seldom mixed. Many large farms are rented at three pounds an acre for the arable ;
and from six to seven is given for the meadow lands.

“ The lords of the land and the freeholders,” we are informed by Moryson, “ do riot there
use to set out their lands on farme, or for terme of years to their tenants, but only from year to
year during pleasure ; neither indeed will the Irish tenant or husbandman otherwise take the
land than so long as he list himself. The reason thereof in the tenant is, that the landlords there
use most shamefully to rack their tenants, laying upon them coigne and livery at plea-
sure ; so that the poor husbandman either does not bind himselfe to him for longer terme, or
thinketh by his continual liberty of change, to keep the landlord rather in awe from wrong-
ing him : and the reason why the landlord will no longer covenant with him is, for that he
dayly looketh after change and alteration, and hovereth in expectation of new.

“ For when his tenant’s termes shall be expired, it will yeild him in the renewing his lease
both a good fine and also a better rent ; and it shall be for the good of the tenant likewise,
who by such buildings and inclosures shall receive many benefits ; first by the handsomeness
of his house he shall take more comfort of his life, more safe dwelling, and a delight to have
his solid house neat and cleanly, which now being as they commonly are rather swyne styes,
their houses is the chiefest cause of his so beastly manner of life and savage condition, laying
and living together with his beasts in one house, in one room, in one bed, that is, clean straw,
or rather a foul dunghill.”

Mr. William Jordan is engaged in a most Herculean task. He is blasting rock, which en-
cumbers the ground, at an expense of one hundred pounds an acre, for which he pays a rent of
five pounds per acre on a ninety years’ lease. To dispose of the broken stones, walls are made
with them to separate fields of two or three acres, seven feet thick and twelve feet
high, so that, including this sacrifice of the ground, the total amount of his yearly rent can
be little less than eleven pounds per acre ; to which ought to be added a sum, the accumula-
tion of which at the end of his term would repay the one hundred pounds expense per acre in
blasting the stones. Mr. Jordan has a house near the spot, or it is not likely he would have en-
gaged in such a speculation.

Instances are occasionally produced of some of the farmers becoming wealthy. This may be
accounted for by long leases having been obtained when land was of little value, the posses-
sors of which, by care and industry, having availed themselves of the events of late years, so
propitious to farming undertakings : but I should think it difficult to produce many instances of
an independency being obtained by the occupation of farming at the present advanced rents.

The county gaol is particularly well constructed, and has the advantage of being both well
warmed and ventilated.

If your patience be not long since exhausted the fault is not mine ! I think you will admit I
have taken pains enough to effect it ; though none are requisite to assure you that I am always
yours. Adieu !

J. C. C.



Ennis, Sept. 7, 1813.

THE fabrication of news appears to be a thriving trade in this country, if we may judge by the
avidity with which it is purchased. Few towns of any size are without their weekly papers,
and perhaps two ; for the general state and feeling of parties here are such, that no sophistry
could produce a palatable cookery that would be relished by both. I know not whether the re-
mark applied, to attorneys is equally appropriate to editors, “ that a single one starves, but that
two make fortunes.”

I have heard an anecdote of two farmers, who on having some trifling dispute, by accident
resorted to the same lawyer. After hearing the whole story from the second client, he
lamented it was not in his power to be of use to him, but that he would give him a note to a
friend of his hard by, a most able and honorable man, to whom the party might safely trust his
cause. As the note could appertain to no one but himself, he made free with the seal, and after
reading, “ Two geese from the country have quarrelled, good brother : I’ll pluck the one, and
have sent you the other,” he thought it most prudent to exhibit the note, and make offer of a
conciliatory shake of the hand, which was wisely accepted by his neighbour.

Serious evils arise from the luxuriant produce of those weekly hotbeds of intemperance :
prejudices are fomented and fortified—discord perpetuated—every object seen, every cir-
cumstance heard, is distorted, and truth suffocated or wholly extinguished on both sides. If
the state of the press could be considered as a fair indication on which to form an opinion of
the refinement in the manners of a people, the result would by no means be favorable to
Ireland. The insufferable vulgar abuse which is so liberally bestowed on the late Lord-
lieutenant, is too contemptible to be worthy the attention even of his adversaries : the ab-
sence as well of wit to excite risibility, as of argument to elicit a reply, evinces the editor’s
stupidity, as well as that of his reading. The enthusiasm of party devotedness disqualifies both
sides from the fair exercise of their judgment, and blinds them to all objects not presented to
their view in their own favorite colors. The supporters of government are so fulsomely lavish
of indiscriminate praise, that merited commendations are unheeded, and, instead of leading to
favorable conclusions, nauseate and dispose the reader to view the whole as abject flattery
deserving only of contempt.

In the suspicion of similar views, with which public praise is always accompanied, I am
ready to admit the attempt to be a much more difficult task than that of slander. The style
and tone of the periodical prints are here far below the provincial papers in England. A show,
at least, of argument and reason is necessary there, to satisfy even those who are most de-
cided in their opinions, and to ensure a favorable reception.

Some of the advertisements we have lately seen are amusing, and prove that haste and want
of care subject parties to similar mistakes in their writings, with those for which they have
long been renowned in their conversation. In one instance, fifty pounds reward is offered
when a person accused of murder “ will be lodged in prison.” In another, a gentleman caut-
ions his tenants “ not to burn the mountains.”

The carriage most in vogue is the jaunting car, which is calculated to carry four persons
and the driver ; kind-hearted as the Irish are in general, they appear to have little feeling or
consideration for the brute creation. Their horses are hard driven, and ill taken care of—the
stabling is universally bad, and the grooming execrable. We complain not—we continue to
get through our difficulties, and laugh at them—but a night does not pass in which I do not
feel very severely on account of our poor horses.



Two causes, from which spring most of the comforts of life, are unknown here—I mean
forethought and order ; if there be a bell, for instance, the chances are in favor of there being
no pull to it, or that the wires are broken. The hours are preposterously late, the dinner hour is
generally six o’clock. In former times the Irish are represented as having two meals a day, one
in the winter before day-light, the other, and principal one, late in the evening. At Galway the
play did not commence till after eight, and was not finished till near two the next morning.

Our road hither was round the head of the bay, after which we found ourselves on a most
extensive flat, the greater part of which was pasture enclosed by stone fences, without the ap-
pearance of either tree or shrub. Several castellated towers, but apparently of no great size,
were observed as we passed on our way. Cromwell’s description of this country is very char-
acteristic —“ That it had not sufficient wood to hang a man—water to drown him—or earth
to bury him.” The pastures, from a long continuance of dry weather, an evil with which the
country is seldom afflicted, had put on an unusual dingy appearance. Scarcely a human habit-
ation was to be seen. At the extremity of the plain the ground rises ; and after gaining the top
of the ascent, we were agreeably surprised by entering on another plain, extremely fertile,
richly cropped, and thickly inhabited.

Mr. O’Hara’s seat has extensive plantations. The general style of the cultivation was good
and well conducted ; the fallows were better ploughed, than any which we had yet seen. Ad-
joining to this place is Croft Lodge, belonging to Mr. Gregory. Much was done here by the
father of the present possessor ; the woods are getting up, and the face of the country is so
improved as to be entirely changed in its appearance since the purchase of it about forty
years ago by that gentleman.

Gort is a neat little town ; many of the buildings seem of modern date. There are a great
number of resident gentlemen in the county of Galway. Two miles from Gort is the celebrated
round tower of Kilmacdnaugh, which is said to be composed of prodigiously large stones.

The height is one hundred and twelve feet ; it is reported to be seventeen feet out of its per-
pendicular position. The Campanile, at Pisa, called “ the Leaning Tower,” is said to be only
fourteen feet from the perpendicular, though one hundred and eighty feet high. There are on
this spot no less than seven churches, containing many curious relics of antiquity. The road to
it was so very bad that we were compelled, most reluctantly, to relinquish the desire we had
of visiting this extraordinary place ; of which, however, we had a very complete view from
the new road. The land near Gort is let for forty shillings per acre.

A composition in lieu of tithes is fixed at eight shillings per acre for wheat, barley, flax, and
potatoes. Some of the farms are said to be of considerable extent.

I cannot help remarking one piece of extravagance which we noticed—the magnificent
gate-posts in the fields ;—to which the larger proportion had no gate appendant. As a sub-
stitute we have often seen the Irish car doing duty in the gate-way.

The country, for some little distance before we arrived at Ennis, is broken into a variety of
hills, on which the crops appeared to be very good. The immediate approach to the town is
delightful ; every cabin has its garden, and these we were gratified in seeing highly cul-
tivated. Such an appearance of comfort we had not before witnessed. The town is celebrated
for its onions, the growth of which is much attended to, and they are sent to other parts of
Ireland from this neighbourhood. There seems to be also a great profusion of the common
fruits. I do not know that I was ever more pleased with the entrance to any town. In itself,
Ennis is tolerably neat, and has a thriving appearance ; it has a communication by water with



the Shannon, at the distance of two miles. The remains of an abbey, in the best style of
architecture of any Gothic building we had yet seen, we had an opportunity of observing at
Clare. Within two miles of the town is the castle of Ennis ; as a source of influence to govern-
ment, the appointments about it may have utility to them, but it would be difficult to discover
any other.

The recent act against illicit distillation, imposing fines on the parishes where private stills
are discovered, has created much discontent. The people cannot be reconciled to sugar
whiskey—potcheene is their darling liquor. We offered some whiskey to a fruit woman,
which she refused ; exclaiming “ The country was in danger of being poisoned by the
abominable parliament combustible stuff ” —but as soon as she understood it to be real
honest potcheene, she received it with great courtesy. On the whole the comparative comfort
which pervades all classes here makes Ennis one of the most interesting little places we have
yet seen.

The first turnpikes we have met with are between this town and Gort ; and I must say, at the
same time, that in the three hundred miles we have travelled, this is among the worst specim-
ens of road we have encountered. A serious evil attends the rearing of cabins close to the high
roads. The children make them their play-ground, and heap on them numbers of stones in
various directions, so as to require great attention in driving, to avoid them. The inconven-
ience is especially found as the day closes,—it is incumbent on the surveyors of the high-
ways, or the persons charged with the care of them, to have this nuisance removed. Adieu.

J. C. C.

Limerick, Sept. 8, 1813.

IN the neighbourhood of Ennis there are many great dairy-farms ; and though there did not
appear to be any impediment to the making of good cheese, the produce from the cows was
almost exclusively employed in making butter. No attention at present is paid to the selection
of stock, the greater proportion of the milch cows being from the Kerry breed, which are very
neat small animals, much resembling the Kylo, though the land on which they depasture is
admirable, and equal to sustain the largest species of cattle.

Sir Edward O’Brian’s beautiful seat of Dromoland is about four miles from Ennis. The
house seems modern ; great additions have lately been made to the pleasure grounds, and the
plantations are extensive over the domain, which is happily broken into great inequality of
surface. Sir Edward farms on a large scale ; last year he grew one hundred and twenty acres
of wheat, and his green crops bore a good proportion to those of his grain, One hundred head
of oxen are fed annually for market, besides a great number of sheep. A grass farm adjoining
his residence is now to be let ; the rent demanded is six guineas per acre, which is four times
as much rent as Mr, A. Young speaks of in the year 1778. I certainly do not know of a soil
superior in quality : as a proof of the value in which it is held, a level has been driven in lime-
stone for a considerable way in order to drain a few acres of it, which were liable to be
flooded.

Great improvements are making in the road near Dromoland, and a large cut is nearly com-
pleted, which will considerably reduce the ascent of the hill. We stopped to take a view of
the mode in which the work proceeded, by a number of laborers, under the superintendance
of a manager. It was really farcical to observe half a dozen stout fellows loading a car, each
not lifting, at any time, more than five pounds weight in their shovels ; two English laborers



would have done more in the same time than all six. The poor fellows petitioned very ear-
nestly for tobacco ; but they would have been much affronted to have had it supposed they
were capable of begging. Their wages were thirteen pence a day.

As there was no other place where horses could be fed, we breakfasted at Newmarket,
though but eight miles from Ennis. The country we had passed through was very rich and
beautiful, and the inn at Newmarket neat and orderly.

The new road to Limerick is quite flat, and but twelve miles ; the old one fourteen, and very
hilly. We were led by the absence of guide posts into the old road, and while our distressed
horses suffered by climbing over Clonnelly hill, we became gratified by a noble prospect of
the Shannon, from Limerick to Foyle’s Island, at the distance of nearly thirty miles. At the
foot of this hill is Bonnelly the seat of the O’Brians, the Princes of Thomond.

Meadow land here is from six to seven pounds an acre : the grass is sold and made into
hay by the purchaser, who pikes it on the ground, and there it remains until it is paid for ; this
arrangement accounts for our seeing so much unstacked. Indeed the general management in
matters of husbandry is very wretched. Nothing can be less excusable than the neglected state
of the grounds within four miles of Limerick, notwithstanding the excessive price at which
they are rented. The potatoes are cultivated in lazy beds of an undue proportional width,
which must be highly prejudicial to the crop, while the want of thatching to the ricks of grain
must subject the farmers to loss, against which the enormous rents and small produce might
be supposed to be a sufficient guarantee.

The hills which extend from Clonnelly to Limerick were covered with coppice wood. We
found the peasantry busily employed in threshing out their grain in the open fields: their
cabins seemed to be extremely poor and wretched ; and, if I am correct in estimating the
general poverty of the inhabitants by the appearance of the sex, whose hair was no longer the
object of their attention, but hung in disfiguring disorder and neglect, I should conclude the
people of these southern districts to suffer more privations than those in the north.

Our entrance by the Irish town, for so apart of the city of Limerick is denominated, dis-
closed to view all that, is mean, poor, and beggarly, by no means corresponding with the ex-
pectations we had formed : the streets were narrow, dirty, and crowded with passengers or
spectators, among whom were observed many of the “ swinish multitude,” which seemed not
only to mix with great familiarity with their biped associates, but successfully to dispute their
right of precedence on many occasions.

The new town is quite of a different description. The streets are spacious, houses hand-
some, and shops elegant. The quays are extensive and roomy, warehouses large, and every
object indicates the presence of much business in the external and internal trade and com-
merce of the country, which, we understood, had within these few years been greatly in-
creased.

Limerick, from the earliest settlement of the English in Ireland, was considered as one of
the most important stations in that country, in point of strength and the facilities it possessed
for trade.

A woful example of the blindness and bigotry of the system pursued towards this country
occurs in the second year of the reign of Queen Anne, when an act passed in which it is pro-
vided, “ that no Papist, excepting laborers and fishermen, shall reside therein (Limerick) as
housekeepers ; nor are they to rent any tenement above forty shillings a-year.” It seems not



to have occurred to the politicians of those days, that consulting the feelings and courting the
interests of mankind, were the most effectual means of securing the affections and attachment
of a nation.

The Shannon is a noble river : it derives its source from the mountains near Swadlingbar,
passes through the Loughs of Allen and Ree, and thence through Limerick, to the great
Western Ocean, a course of one hundred and ninety miles. The fall of its waters, in the dis-
tance of the first one hundred and twenty-eight miles, is one hundred and fifty-one feet. It is
navigable from Limerick only to the sea, a distance of about sixty-three miles ; and near the
city, its banks are highly ornamented by residences of opulent persons. A communication by
means of the “ Grand Canal” will be effected between this city and Dublin as soon as the
canal is finished, which still wants four- teen miles of cutting to complete this important
work.

There are a number of respectable families settled in Limerick, which make it a place of
very agreeable residence. The cathedral is a large building, and is kept very clean, though it is
of inferior architecture. The public rooms do great credit to the town. The Custom House and
new prison are sumptuous buildings. Much grain is exported from this place : thirty- six
thousand barrels are at this time shipping for Spain. “ In times of peace,” says Moryson,
“ the Irish transport good quantity of corne ; yet they may not transport it without license, lest
on any sudden rebellion, the King’s forces and his good subjects should want corne.” Cruelty
and tyranny seem to have assailed this devoted country at all times. The population of
Limerick is estimated at fifty thousand souls. Our friend Mr. John Thompson, who about
thirty years ago visited Limerick with commercial views, and who married a lady from this
city remembers when there were but two families residing here who had their dinners cooked
with coal, (viz.) the Bishop’s, and a Captain Hill’s, it being at that time a received opinion,
that coal gave a disagreeable flavor to the meat. At present, if the very poorest houses be ex-
cepted, turf is no where used for culinary purposes. This circumstance will serve to convey
some idea not only of the great increase of the town, where numerous families now burn no-
thing but coal, but of the opulence and luxury of the inhabitants, when compared to their
means only thirty years ago.
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